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INTRODUCTION
INTO THE STORM:
THE CYCLE OF CHANGE QUICKENS
James Champy and Nitin Nohria
Without doubt, today's ever-quickening cycle of change is unprecedented.
Change today is faster, more erratic, more elemental than ever before. A
collision of technological, competitive, and cultural pressures is forming the
vortex of what we have begun to call the "information age." At the eye of the
whirlwind sits management, sometimes creating, sometimes reacting to, and
sometimes being damaged by swirling changechange that is marked by chaos
in markets, businesses struggling to redefine themselves, organizational forms
that no longer work, and management thinking that is quickly outdated.
Futurists have seen the clouds gathering for some time. And management
thinkers have invented terms to explain and navigate these changes:
"paradigm shift," "transformation," "reinvention," "reengineering,'' and
"revitalization." All these are straws in the wind of a storm with origins that
are now becoming clear. Three major drivers are stirring change faster:
technology, the changing role of government in business, and globalization.
Technology, particularly information technology, is transforming business in
dramatic new ways:
· A "virtual bank" in Brazil, with hundreds of thousands of customers, is not
much more than a logo. The bank owns only an electronic network and its
customers. Other financial services companies supply the products. There is
no headquarters building, branches or "bricks and mortar."
· A mom-and-pop retail store in Maine offers its products over the Internet.
Now, with no investment in capital, it has moved from a regional to a national
business.
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· A publisher of professional journals is changing the meaning of publishing.
Its output is now more than 60% in digital form. Not only has this publisher
dramatically changed the speed with which research is disseminated and
commented on, but it has changed the nature of professional discourse itself.
What's important to recognize about the role of information technology today
is that it is not only changing how we do our work, it is changing the
definition of the business.
Then there is government, dramatically rethinking its role in business. On a
worldwide basis, we see deregulation, privatization, and increasing free trade:
· Once-protected U.S. utility companies are now subject to open competition,
while local utility commissions restrict the companies' operations and pricing.
· Government-owned European airlines and telecommunications companies
are being spun out to compete with American companies that are pushing
their way into European markets.
· With the creation of new institutions such as the World Trade Organization,
falling trade barriers are allowing new players to enter markets and change
the basis of competition.
All of these sometimes quixotic government actions are forcing businesses to
rethink their purpose, their organization, and the way they manage. And for
some companies, there is for the first time the need to learn to compete.
Finally, there is the phenomenon of globalization: companies from all parts of
the globe competing to deliver the same product or service, anytime,
anywhere, at increasingly competitive prices. Globalization is forcing
companies to organize themselves in radically different ways. For example:
· A software firm in India operates a virtual office in New Jersey. Customer
service representatives in India respond 24 hours a day to calls directed to
their office in New Jersey. By collapsing turnaround time and employing lesscostly local developers, this firm is able to offer software development
services at a fraction of the cost of its U.S. competitors.
· AT&T, Dun & Bradstreet, General Electric, and the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce have formed the International Business Exchange to let businesses
electronically line up suppliers, negotiate contracts, make and receive bids,
and arrange the delivery of goods and services around the globe. If the world
16

was already a global village, it just became smaller.
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· Giant multinationals such as Asea Brown Boveri (an interview with its
CEO, Percy Barnevik, is included in this book) have become truly global, as
opposed to being tied to any particular nation-state. ABB manufactures and
sells around the globe, has senior executives and board members of all
nationalities, and its stock is listed on several national exchanges.
If there is one inescapable conclusion, it is that all companies and institutions
(including governments) now must redefine themselves. The fundamental
forces at play are too compelling to deny the future.
Change can be a powerful energizer and a creative force, which is to the good.
But there are hazards as well. Our intent in this book is to present some of the
best ideas on managing change in this turbulent environment, one that holds
great opportunity yet feels as if it is relentlessly moving ahead at fast forward.
We have organized these ideas into three sections, to answer, in turn, three
questions we believe are fundamental to navigating this storm:
· Where are we headed? Or, what will our future organizations look like?
· How will we get there? Or, how can we manage the process of change?
· What new personal skills and capabilities will we need? Or, what will
become of the work of leadership and management?
We hope our readers will discover their own answers to these questions by
reading the seminal articles that we have included in this book. We have
learned much from these influential thinkers, and we expect you will as well.
Metaphorically standing on their shoulders, then, we want to offer our own
perspective on each of these questions.

The Future Organization:
Where Are We Heading?
Twisted into a new shape by fierce global competition, changing markets, and
technological breakthroughs, the business organization of the future is
emerging with distinct characteristics. It will be
· information-based,
· decentralized, yet densely linked through technology,
18

· rapidly adaptable and extremely agile,
· creative and collaborative, with a team-based structure,
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· staffed by a wide variety of knowledge workers, and
· self-controllingwhich is possible only in an environment of clear, strong,
and shared operating principles and of real trust.
We hold in our mind's eye a fluid network, where connections form and
reform almost organically, like the branches of the human nervous system.
There will be authority, of course, and some hierarchy, but gone forever is the
archaic organizational shape: the pyramid.
As we enter the second half of the 1990s, most would agree that the apogee of
centralized "machine age" management and organization passed in the 1980s.
Hierarchical, bureaucratic, and characterized by the specialization of labor,
this pyramidal structure was a metaphor for its era of one hundred-plus years.
It arose in the United States in the late nineteenth century, and, in Europe,
reflected the staff system of the Prussian army. Some argue that this
command-and-control model grew out of the vastness and complexity of its
undertakings. Certainly, a great many complicated steps were involved in
going from the red iron ore of the Mesabi Range to the millions of gleaming
cars produced annually by General Motors. And this management model was
indeed perfected by GM's president, Alfred P. Sloan. From the top down, this
machine model required countless levels of management that acted as valve
lifters and connecting rods to pass down concepts and report back real-world
information. Annual product cycles provided the spark.
While nineteenth-century hierarchy combined with bureaucracy to give us the
machine model, business today is no longer "simply" big and complicated. It
must operate under extremely dynamic conditions. Today's business requires
a huge amount of information exchange. Management finds itself needing to
be creative and collaborative. It needs to be nimble and fast. Obsolescence is
no longer planned on the inside, it comes winging in from the outside.
Centralized organization has become too slow, too costly, and too inefficient.
It is, in fact, outdated in its very structure: An innovation of the old GM was
to separate strategic planning staffs from operating managers, isolating
conception from execution. In fact, some cynics even believed that
intermediate management was there only to serve as "translators" between top
management, who talked of numbers, and workers, who talked about things.
This is not to pick too strenuously on GM, which, like the rest of the world,
has flattened its organization. GM also has moved away from vertical
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